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Optimal Selection of a Progression
for a Two-Way Arterial Street
JOHN B. KREER and WAYNE D. PANYAN,
Michigan State University
A procedure is demonstrated for selecting a progression on a
two-way street which minimizes total steady-state vehicle
transit time while taking into account constraints by driver carfollowing behavior.
•IT is common practice to coordinate the timing of the traffic signals on urban streets
so as to achieve progressions. · When this is done, it is possible to design the progression on arterial streets so that vehicles traveling at the design speed will encounter at
the most one red light. The parameters of the progression, such as cycle length, splits,
and offsets, can be determined graphically from a time - space diagram (Fig. 1) by trial
and error. From such a diagram it is also possible to determine the bandwidth of the
progression, i.e., the time headway between the first and last cars of the platoon (travel ing at the design speed) that can pass through the green signal at a given intersection
without encountering red signals at subsequent intersections.
The progression design is not unique for any given street in that there are many
combinations of progression speeds and bandwidths that can be realized If the signal
timing is implemented by fixed timers at local controllers and if the street carries
traffic in only one direction, perhaps the best choice is an average speed that will
accommodate medium density traffic. However, when progression is applied to twoway streets, an increase in the bandwidth in one direction is usually accompanied by
a decrease in bandwidth in the other direction. Several papers have been published on
the trade-offs that might be made and on techniques for selecting bandwidths that are
optimum in the sense that (a) both bandwidths are equal and maximum or (b) one is
maximum subject to the restriction that the other does not drop below a preassigned
n1inimum. Very little, if any, work has been reported on the design cf progressions
to meet given flow demands on the arterial street and its cross streets.
This paper develops a rational basis for realizing the optimal progression on twoway streets as a function of the prevailing flow demands. It is both economically and
technically feasible to automatically change the timing of traffic signals, by means of
a central digital controller, in accordance with the measurable demands at any given
time. Initial efforts in this direction have already been undertaken in Toronto, San
Jose, and Wichita Falls (1, 2, 3 ). These early efforts indicate that significant gains
can be obtained by adjusting-the timing of traffic signals to the prevailing demand in
an on-line manner. Several cost studies have shown that even small improvements in
the flow of traffic can result in large economic benefits (3, 4). The specific benefit
depends largely on the criteria used by the central digital controller in deciding
which stream of traffic should receive the green signal at any given instant of time.
In addition to matching the operation of the network to the demands on the system,
the control algorithm must also minimize tho effects of rnndom disturbances in the
system. The control algorithm presented in this paper assumes that changes in demands on a system are sufficiently slow so that optimization of the -control action can
be achieved technically by considering a steady-state model of the traffic network and
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that, as a practical expedient, control in
the face of random disturbances can be
achieved by short-term localized modifications of the progressions.
The demand on an arterial is measured
in terms of the number of vehicles per unit
of time arriving at the entry points to the
11.1
system. For the purposes of the discusu
z
sion, let the points of entry be the two ends
of the street. If the flow rate in each di rection on the arterial is exactly equal to
0
the demand, then of course no queuing
occurs and the progression is said to be
operating satisfactorily.
The first question of concern is to de termine the flow rate that a given proTIME (SEC)
gression will sustain. The classical time space diagram analysis gives only the
Figure 1. Typical time-space diagram.
bandwidth or time headway between the
first and last vehicles in the platoon. The
number of vehicles per unit of time that
can be served by the street depends not only on the bandwidth of the progression but
also on the density of the vehicles in the platoon. The relationship between these quantities can be obtained from the theory of traffic flow.

~

Definitions for the symbols used in the following discussion are:
Symbols

Definition
-----

Bi

bandwidth-inbound direction

Bo

bandwidth -outbound direction

B
G
y
Ys

maximum equal bandwidth
minimum green time
flow rate
continuous stream flow rate

Ysm

maximum continuous stream flow rate

ydi

demand-inbound direction

Ydo

demand-outbound direction

x
x.

lane occupancy
lane occupancy resulting in jam

v
v.

velocity
progression speed-inbound direction

v

progression speed-outbound direction

]

1

0

vf
v
e

free speed
progression speed equal in both directions

performance index
F
Lagrange multiplier
IJ
Various experimental and theoretical investigations (§., ~ 1) of the flow in a single
lane of traffic have established that flow rate is related to the lane occupancy by a parabolic relationship of the form shown in Figure 2. The corresponding speed of the
traffic stream varies with lane occupancy (Fig. 3 ). The behavior indicated in Figure 3
has been shown by car-following models (7) to be the result of the drivers in the traffic
stream reducing their speed when confronted with smaller intervehicular spacing (in-
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Figure 2. Normalized flow rate (y/ Ysm) os a
function of norma Ii zed lane occupancy (x/ xj) for
a continuous traffic stream.

Figure 3. Normalized speed (v/ vf) as a function
of lane occupancy (x) for a continuous traffic
stream.

creased lane occupancy). Inasmuch as the same basic phenomenon takes place in a
platoon as in a continuous stream of vehicles, the maximum flow rate that can be expected without breakdown of the progression is given by the product of the continuous
stream flow-occupancy characteristic and the ratio of bandwidth to cycle length. For
example, if the continuous stream flow-occupancy characteristic of Figure 2 is given
by Ys = G(x) where Ys is the continuous stream flow rate and x is the lane occupancy,
the flow-occupancy characteristic for a progression system is given by y = BG(x) where
B equals bandwi dth per cycle. Thus, the flow-occupancy characteristics in each of the
two directions on the arterial are different if the ratios of bandwidth to cycle length are
different in the two directions; that is, if Bi I B0 .
In the analysis which follows, Greenshield's traffic model (~)
(1)

y

v = vf

(1 -

..!.
x. )

(2)

]

is used, where y sm is the peak flow rate, Xj i s the jam lane occupancy, and Vf is the free
speed. Comparable results can be obtained using other models which have been pro posed.
In a continuous steady-state traffic stream, the vehicles adjust their speeds so that
the flow rate just satisfies the demand, provided the capacity of the street is not exC.P.P.dP.d. lJp to the point of saturation, increased demand is accommodated by higher
lane occupancy and a lower individual vehicle speed. If the demand exceeds the capacity
of the street, congestion very quickly results upstream. In an analogous fashion, the
service flow rate of a two-way progression system should be adjusted to the demand.
!V! ore specifically, the service flow r ate in e~_ ch direction is given hy thP. product of the
bandwidth-to-cycle ratio and the continuous stream flow rate that would prevail on that
street at the progression speed. When this service flow rate is just matched to demand
in both directions, the bandwidths can be expected to be filled with vehicles. Setting the
progression speed higher than the vah1e for w hir.h rlem:inrl :inrl RP.rvic.e rate are balanced
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invites queuing and congestion, while setting it lower implies a lower quality of service
than necessary.
If xis eliminated from Eqs. 1 and 2, the result is
y = 4ysm

(..!.)
vf

..!.)

(1 - vf

(3)

Applying the principle that bandwidths and progression speeds should be selected so
that service rates equal demand requires
(4)

and

y

do

= 4B y

o sm

(

vvfo) (1 - vfvo)

(5)

where Ydi and Ydo are the inbound and outbound demands and Vi and v0 are the progression speeds.
A reasonable method of apportioning the potential service between the traffic demands
in the two directions is to select the progression which minimizes total vehicle hours
of travel time in the system. A measure of total vehicle hours of travel time is

(6)

Note that F is directly proportional to total vehicle hours under steady-state operation,
since y is a measure of the number of vehicles served in any interval of time, and the
individual trip time is proportional to the reciprocal of the steady-state velocity. F
must be minimized while taking into account the constraints of realizability of the bandwidths and progression speeds selected
Before proceeding with the optimization process, a few remarks about progression
speeds are necessary. It is possible to vary the progression speeds within the constraint
2
v

(7)

e

without changing the bandwidths, where Ve is the progression speed that would prevail
for these bandwidths if Vi and v0 are equal. A change in the offset of each signal will
force drivers in one direction to reduce their transit time between intersections by the
same amount that drivers in the other direction must increase their transit time if
bandwidths are to be preserved. Since distance between any pair of intersections re mains constant, the sum of the reciprocals of progression speeds must remain constant.
Inspe ction of Eq. 7 indicates that allowing Ve to increase without disturbing bandwidths
resul ts in higher permissible values of Vi and v0 •
If Eqs. 4 and 5 are substituted into Eq. 6, the result is
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F

=

4B i.y sm (
vf

v.) + 4B o sm
y

1 _ ..2.
vf

(

vf

v)

1 _ _..£
vf

(8)

If Fis minimized by the method of Lagrange multipliers subject to the constraint of

Eq. 7, the optimum will occur when
(9)

and
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oV

o

(F

+µ
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o

i

2])

- V
e

=

O

(10)

where µ. is the Lagrange multiplier.
The simultaneous solution of Eqs. 9 and 10 after substitution of Eq. 8 results in
B
=

0

B.

(11)

l

Taking the ratio of Eqs. 4 and 5 results in

y di

Bi Vi

(Vf - Vi)

ydo

Bo v o ( vf - vo)

(12)

Substituting Eq. 11 into Eq. 12 yields

(13)

Simultaneous solution of Eqs. 7 and 13 results in

(14)

I

v

0

vf

=

ll

y di\

+

Ydo}

2vf
+ -v - 1
Ydo
e
y di

(15)
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Thus, for a given level of demand, the progression speeds will be determined by the
largest value of ve for which the values of Bi and Bo, satisfying Eqs. 4 and 5, can be
realized.
It has been shown (8) that the progression obtained for maximum equal bandwidths
with eciual progression s pee ds can be modifie d to allow Bi to be i nc r eased up to min
[2B, GJ, wher e Bis the maximum equal bandwidth for the given progression speed and
G is the minimum green. With Bi set in this range, the corresponding value for B 0 is

Solving Eq. 4 for Bi and eliminating Vi using Eq. 14 results in

(16)

B.
l

A similar procedure using Eqs. 5 and 15 yields

B

o

ydo
4y
sm

(17)

= --

By using the method of Little et al (8), one can determine values of 2B as a function
of ve for the arterial geometry and specified traffic signal splits. The optimum value

2500

C-Ve (ft)

5000

Figure 4. Realizable equal bandwidth as a function of progression speed for a section of EuclidAvenue
in Cleveland, Ohio.
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TABLE 1

of Ve is the largest value of Ve for which
this procedure indicates that 2B is greater
than the sum of the values for Bi and Bo
which are computed using Eqs. 16 and 17.
A plot of B as a function of the product
of cycle length and Ve is shown in Figure
0.23
0.23
0.5
0. 23
0.5
0.5
0. 23
4 for a section of Euclid Avenue in Cleve0.27
0.82
0.115
0.75
0. 19
0.69
0. 23
land, Ohio. It can be seen that there is
0.0767
0.75
0.26
0.67
0.86
0. 23
0. 15
little bandwidth advantage obtained by
0,23
0.8
0.28
0.71
0.91
0.0575
0.17
using low values of Ve· Some examples
0.92
0,23
0.8
0. 27
0.16
0.71
0.046
of progression speeds and bandwidths
which would be selected by the procedure
outlined in this paper are given in Table 1.
Existing traffic responsive systems adjust the progression by modifying cycle length
only. Changing cycle length reduces or increases the progression speeds in both di rections by the same factor. This unduly penalizes the traffic in the low demand direc ·
tions. The results (Table 1) indicate it is possible to give better service to the heavy
demand direction in terms of a higher progression speed by taking account of the light
demand.
OPTIMAL PROGRESSION CHARACTERISTICS FOR
10 INTERSECTION SECTIONS WITH VARIOUS
DEMAND CONDITIONS
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